Differential growth and remodelling of ganglion cell dendrites in the postnatal rabbit retina.
The postnatal dendritic maturation of small field type 1 (SF1), medium field type 1 (MF1) and type 2 (MF2), and large field type 1 (alpha) ganglion cells in the rabbit retina was compared qualitatively and quantitatively. Dendritic tree structure was revealed by intracellular injection of the fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow, and the stained cells were then morphologically separated on the basis of some area, dendritic field size, total dendritic length, number of nodes, and mean internodal distance. Cells in the visual streak and an area inferior to the streak were sampled from retinae between birth and adulthood. The dendrites of all studied classes of rabbit ganglion cells were extensively covered by short spine-like appendages. As in cat retina, many dendritic spines disappeared by the end of the third postnatal week, at which stage the adult dendritic form could be recognised. However, there was differential loss in the number of spines from the dendrites of the four cell classes. In both the streak and inferior retina, adult SF1 cells had the same number of spines/dendritic unit length throughout postnatal life, whereas MF1 and MF2 ganglion cells lost at least half of their number of spines/unit dendritic length by maturity. Alpha ganglion cells lost virtually all their dendritic spines by adulthood. In both retinal locations, there were small changes in the number of nodes (dendritic branch points) of small field and medium field ganglion cells but alpha cells lost between 70 to 80% of their nodes by adulthood. The dendrites of ganglion cells with contrasting morphology thus undergo differential remodelling during postnatal maturation. The completion of the period of dendritic remodelling coincided with the first appearance of adult receptive field organisation, suggesting that structural remodelling, in particular that involving dendritic spines, may be associated with the development of the cell's synaptic circuitry. The dendrites of neighbouring postnatal ganglion cells in the rabbit retina also grow by different amounts; the increase in dendritic tree area, total dendritic length, and mean internodal distances of alpha cells exceeded that of small field and medium field cells in corresponding retinal positions. This implies that retinal dendrites elongate by active growth rather than by "passive stretching."